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'Chalta Musafir': in Recent Perspective

The novel "Chalta Musafir" by Altaf Fatima deals with a very sensitive human issue

about the plight of Behari Muslims stranded as a homeless community after the

creation of Bengla Desh. Unfortunately history decided it's journey on the basis of

those events which took place just after the partition. After 1971 war Behari Muslims

faced a strange situation in which they were neither accepted by Bengalis nor by

Pakistan, which they still call their homeland. They still are waiting for some decision

about their fate. This issue needs to be addressed and "Chalta Musafir" is a bold

comment in this reference.
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"History proceeds by the iterpretation of evidence: where evidence

is a collective name for things which singly are called documents,

and a document is a thing existing here and now of such a kind that

the historian by thinking about it can get answers to the questions

he asks about past events"(2)
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